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1 BEAM TYPOLOGY 
 

 

 

Type A: Beams presumed to be primary build, c.1540. Includes largest of older beams in North 
and South Ranges along with slightly smaller beams laid at 45°angle in the East Range. 

 

 

Type B: Smaller than Type and associated with reinforcement of the floor in the late 17th 
century. Mostly rectangular in section and alternate with Type As (A/B/A/B). Mostly 
cracked/split down the middle. 

 

 

Type C: Associated with the reinforcement of the floor in the late 17th century. Similar to types 
A and B but cut with one cleaner, straighter face. Mostly seen as two halves, one each side of a 
Type A beam but occasionally singly. Sometimes used in short lengths rather than spanning 
the whole room. 

 

 

Type D: General type including earlier repairs/reinforcements/levelling not classed as Type C. 

 

 

Type E: Large, very modern, machine cut beams formed by timber pairs bolted together. 
Similar in size to, and probably a replacement for, Type A beams. 

 

 

Type F: General type including modern floor joists/levelling/repairs. 

 

 

Type G: Later joists (only in the West Range – presumed to date to 1827). 

 

 

Type H: Unclassified. 
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2 UPPER STOREY FLOORS: GENERAL OBSERVATIONS 

 

North range (U03-U10) 

 

Type A beams reinforced by Type C beams alternating with Type B. 

 

East Range centre (u11-u16) 

 

Diagonal Type A beams – felling date 1500 or 1538/9. Some timbers reused in the 16th Century 

from earlier buildings. 

 

South-east corner (u18-u22) 

 

Similar to the East Range but no diagonals. Main beams have felling date of 1538/9. 

 

South Range (u23-u29) 

 

Type A beams reinforced by Type C beams alternating with Type B. 

 

Princes Tower (u30) 

 

Type A beams with modern floor joists above. 

 

West Range (u02 & u31) 

 

All Type G joists, probably dating to 1827, apart from later Type F replacement. 
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3 UPPER NORTH RANGE FLOOR 
 

 

Massive 16th century Type A beams (up to 300x300mm).  Laid N-S every 1 to 1.2 m with the 

tops of the beams up to 100mm below the current floor level. The range is divided by a stone 

partition wall between U08 and U09, which may well have extended N across what is now 

corridor U03.  The same pattern of joists continues on both sides of this wall. 

 

Late 17th century Type B beams are aligned N-S between the Type A beams at a slightly higher 

level, 50 mm below current floor level. Probably contemporary are the Type C and D repairs 

and reinforcements to Type A beams to bring up to level of new floor. The Type C 

reinforcements were especially required at the N side. 

 

The late 19th century / early 20th century sees the final phase of the floor levelling with modern 

timbers to correct sagging Type B & C beams and other repairs.  Modern Type E beams are 

inserted to reinforce the floor where required. U04 also has modern Type F, E-W aligned joists 

installed. 
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4 UPPER EAST RANGE FLOOR 

 

4.1 ABOVE THE KING’S BED CHAMBER 

 

Type A beams, diagonally set E-W, c.250 mm below current floor level every c.20mm. Felling 

date of 1500 or 1538/9. 

 

Timbers with chamfered ends nailed to top angles of Type A joists N-S. Further timbers (re-

used) fixed to sides of these, aligned NE-SW as cross strut supports. All this at same level as 

Type As (c.250mm below floor level). 

 

Type F joists, tied into walls on both sides E-W. Additional support given in places by N-S 

timbers resting on top of Type A beams. Contemporary with latest floorboards and partition 

walls. 

 

4.2  ABOVE THE QUEEN’S BED CHAMBER 
 

16th Century Type A beams, laid flat, c. 450mm below current floor level, aligned E-W tied into 

walls. Every c 800mm. Some missing at S end (sawn through and removed). 

 

Type B beams, also tied into walls at higher level, every c.400mm at a slightly off-set angle 

compared to Type A beams (slightly NW-SE) including up to half way over wall stump to N 

half of U18. Probably late 17th century. 

 

Modern reinforcements, levelling battens etc. to level and reinforce latest floor. Floorboards 

directly over. Contemporary with boards and partition walls. 
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5 UPPER SOUTH RANGE FLOOR 
 

Consists of rooms U23-U29. A uniform system of floor beams is evident in all the rooms, 

differing in where various repairs and reinforcements have been made. 

 

5.1 TYPE A BEAMS 

 

These are the oldest (16th Century) and presumably original oak floor beams and  are between 

200x200mm and 300x300mm (roughly square section).  They lie N-S, 150-250mm below floors 

with added crossing joists (U28 and U29) and about 100mm below floors in rooms that don’t 

(U23-U27). In almost every case, some floor- supporting timber is used on top to level out the 

gap created by the higher modern floorings. In some cases, Type C reinforcements are 

bolstered on to weaker/thinner beams (only in U28 and U 29). 

 

5.2 TYPE B BEAMS 
 

Late 17th century beams placed in between Type A beams.  They supplement, and to some 

extent take the weight off, the former. They lie N-S and approximately 50mm below floor level 

(less in U23-U27). The beams sit higher than the Type A beams and at the same height as the 

Type C beams. In U28 and U29, upper sides are cut into to accommodate crossing floor joists. 

Adze-cut, generally less neat than Type A.  

  

5.3 TYPE C BEAMS 
 

Late 17th century roughly cut (adzed) pine half-timbers nailed to sides of some Type A beamss 

(only U28 and U29) for support for thin joists and repair for broken ones. These lie N-S, approx. 

200mm (H) x 100mm(W) and 50mm below floor level. Like Type B, topside is often and 

roughly cut into for joists to sit in. 

 

5.4 TYPE D TIMBERS 
 

Earlier repairs/additions to the other beams e.g. supports upon Type A for flooring. 
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5.5 TYPE E JOISTS 
 

Large modern pine timber pairs bolted together (U29) or singly placed (U28). These are 

modern replacements lying N-S, 40mm below floor approximately  200 x 200mm or 200 x 

100mm on edge. Only beams where floor joists which cross over (U28/9) simply sit on top, with 

no supports or chiselling, i.e. they set the height of the floors in these rooms. 

 

5.6 TYPE F JOISTS 
 

Modern pine floor joists lying directly beneath floor in rooms U28 and U29 only. Usually lie 

flat, E-W, 45 x 62 mm. Also placed in window embrasures and around fireplaces (one in U28 

and U29). Cross over all other joists in these rooms, often upon supports or through chiselled 

hollows. Machine cut, they do not extend into walls. 

 

5.7 FIXINGS AND OBJECTS 
 

All joists have nails on them, modern and old. The recycled Type B timbers may retain some 

from when previously used. Many joists have modern ceiling supports on the E side. Type C 

beams are nailed to Type A with at least two large iron nails. 

 

5.8 DAMAGE AND REPAIRS 
 

Reinforcement much more evident in southern ends of rooms U28 and U29. Type A fail to 

reach masonry due to damaged ends (supported by Type C). Type C in general are only nailed 

at S end (apart from Type A at N) and so clearly more care to support this side of the room was 

taken. Older beams show wear in general, with various splits and woodworm. Small supports 

(Type D) are again usually found at the S end of Type A’s. Little repair work in U27/28. 
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6 UPPER PRINCE’S TOWER FLOOR 
 

Three type A oak beams are placed N-S across room, 400mm below current floor. Tied into 

walls at both ends. Several wrought nails sticking out of these. Still supporting ceiling below.  

These timbers have been dated to the late 16th century refurbishment of the Princes Tower.  

However, they are no longer in situ and have been lowered (presumably in the late 19th/early 

20th century). 

 

There is no sign of 17th-18th Century Type C/D beam alterations/reinforcements. If any existed 

these were presumably removed when they Type A beams were lowered and the Type F 

beams installed. 

 

Late 19th/20th Century. Two large modern Type F timbers (each made of two timbers, one over 

the other) running N-S along E and W walls. Tied into the wall at both ends, these support 

normal Type F joists running E-W across room c.300mm apart. Additional support given by 

joists nailed to sides of Type F beams, with lower ends resting on top of Type As. Floor rests 

directly over these.  Type A beams lowered when these were installed. 
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7 UPPER WEST RANGE FLOOR 

 

This area consists of corridor U31 and U02. Floor made up of Type G joists (possibly dating to 

1827) with modern Type F floor joists above. 

 

Earlier beams are placed on edge E-W and span the width of each room c.165x65mm, 10mm 

below floor level. They extend into the stonework at E and W. Substantial damage to some 

joists – see below. There are seven square cut notches in the topside to accommodate crossing 

joists on top. Forty-three present in U31, five in U02. 

 

Later N-S joists (possibly 20th Century) lie flat over the earlier joists. They lie directly beneath 

floor and are c.45x62mm. Nail holes on top every 20mm or so. Seven present in both rooms 

(same joists running under partition). Several smaller sections in the window embrasures. 

 

The older beams show much woodworm/splits in many cases. Beams around one of the 

window embrasures  show particular damage with the ends cut off and reinforcements bolted 

to the sides extending to W masonry. These reinforcents (six) are also pine, 165x65mm (on 

edge). There are trimmer joists between some joists. 
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PLAN OF FLOOR TIMBERS 
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